1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Emulsifiers and surfactants are widely used in the petroleum, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, foods, environmental protection and crude oil recovery. The biosurfactants are making their place in surfactants market due to their lower toxicity, biodegradability, selectively and specific activity at extreme environmental conditions [@bib0095]. They are actually extracellular biopolymers produced by bacteria, yeast and fungi and in particular by native and recombinant bacteria when grown on distant carbon sources [@bib0125], [@bib0135]. Nevertheless, a cost-effective production of biosurfactant is a major challenge which necessitates the study of low-price carbon sources for enhanced quantity without compromise in quality of biosurfactant. Some studies dealt with the use of plant-derived oils, oily wastes and lactic whey as carbon sources [@bib0010].

Specifically, *pseudomonas* strains are well known for their ability to produce rhamnolipid type of biosurfactants when grown on various renewal resources, especially agro-industrial wastes, such as molasses, for biosurfactants production. This leads to the greater possibility for economical production and reduced pollution caused by those wastes [@bib0130]. The main reasons for widespread use of molasses as substrate are their low price compared to other sources of sugar and their possession of several other compounds and vitamins [@bib0040], [@bib0050], [@bib0075]. The production of a biosurfactant by various bacterial strains is being well studied today, and studies on optimizing the conditions of biosurfactant production, including temperature, pH, salinity, non-hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon substrates, nitrogen source type, and the C/N ratio had been treated as the most important aspects of this field [@bib0030]. Nevertheless, no significant literature is available regarding the statistical modeling, including Taguchi design, for rhamnolipids production on renewable substrates.

Taguchi design undertakes orthogonal arrays to reduce the number of experiments required to determine the optimal setting of process parameters. The effectiveness of the Taguchi method for improving quality in industry has extensively been verified. However, most of the Taguchi applications concerned with the optimization of only one response, while most of the industrial problems are concerned with multiple responses [@bib0140]. Whereas, grey relational analysis (GRA), based on grey system theory, is the solution for solving the problem of complicated interrelationships among the multi-responses. The term 'Grey' lies between 'Black' (symbols no information) and 'White' (symbols full information), and it symbolizes that the information is partially available. It is suitable to unascertained problems with poor and incomplete information.

This method transforms multiple quality characteristics into single grey relational grades. By comparing the computed grey relational grades, the arrays of respective quality characteristics are obtained in accordance with response grades to select an optimal set of process parameters. This methodology has been widely applied in many industries such as biotechnology, food processing, molecular biology, wastewater treatment, and bioremediation [@bib0020], [@bib0045].

In this study, using the grey relational method, different process parameters for the best multiple quality characteristics have been investigated. The input factors were total sugars concentration, C/N ratio and time of incubation, and the responses being sugars utilization, biomass formation, rhamnolipids yield and surface tension. The microbial growth and product formation kinetics were also studied by evaluating different yield parameters such as: the product yields related to substrate consumption and to biomass, biomass yield related to substrate consumption, and volumetric productivity of the fermentation system.

The present study is the extension of our previous work [@bib0120] with the purpose to assess and multi-response optimize the best consistent conditions for rhamnolipid production by **Pseudomonas** **aeruginosa** mutant strain grown on molasses on the basis of grey relational analysis in Taguchi design. Lower number of experiments, minimization of variation in response results and presentation of results with higher applicability are such substantial advantages of this method [@bib0155]. The molasses, rich in various nutrients and one of the main byproducts of sugar industry, was evaluated as the cheapest substrates to produce value-added products such as rhamnolipids. Finally analysis of variance (ANOVA) and confirmation test have been conducted to validate the experimental results.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Growth substrate {#sec0015}
---------------------

The growth substrate of sugar cane blackstrap molasses was obtained from a local sugar industry. The molasses was clarified according to a modified method [@bib0070]. The pre-treated samples were stored in separate glass jars at 4 °C until needed for analyses and/or rhamnolipid production.

2.2. Total organic carbon {#sec0020}
-------------------------

Total organic carbons (TOCs) in clarified molasses were determined by a modified colorimetric method [@bib0055].

2.3. Total sugars {#sec0025}
-----------------

Total sugars (TS) in clarified molasses were determined by the standard dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) method [@bib0080]. Each test was conducted in triplicate and the values of averages are reported.

2.4. Bacterial strain {#sec0030}
---------------------

The present work investigates the growth behavior of hydrocarbon utilizing gamma ray-induced mutant strain, *P. aeruginosa* EBN-8 [@bib0125]. The strain was first adapted to molasses, and then a single bacterial colony was transferred to nutrient broth (Oxoid) and incubated at 37 ± 1 °C and 100 rpm in an orbital shaker for 48 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (at 8000 rpm and 4 °C for 15 min), washed with filter-sterilized normal saline (0.89% w/v, NaCl) and re-suspended in it to set an absorbance of 0.7 at 660 nm. This cell suspension was used as inoculum for inoculation in further shake flask experiments.

2.5. Plan of investigation {#sec0035}
--------------------------

Two experimental setups were established using clarified molasses as carbon source to produce biosurfactants. In the first setup, varying concentrations of molasses (without NaNO~3~ addition) on the basis of total sugars (1--3% w/v) were used as the carbon source (at native C/N ratio of 30). The carbon contents (C) in the media are adjusted on the basis of TOCs. In the second setup, NaNO~3~ was added to the respective concentrations of molasses to adjust the C/N ratio of 20 or 10 of the media. The pH value of the media was set at 7.0, followed by sterilization.

The Taguchi method uses a special deign of orthogonal array (OA) with the grey relational analysis in order to study the entire parameter space with a small number of experiments. The full factorial design could require 3^3^ = 27 experimental runs, which would make the effort and experimental cost prohibitive and unrealistic. However, the experimental design of an OA required only nine experiments. The factors and their levels considered in this study are shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. The experiments were conducted with three factors each at three levels and hence a three level L~9~ OA was chosen, as shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. Only main effects were considered, whereas interaction effects were assumed to be negligible.Table 1Factors and levels.FactorCodeUnitLevels123TSA% (w/v)123C/N ratioB--102030Incubation timeCdays357Table 2L~9~ Orthogonal array with factors and responses.RunTSC/N ratioIncubation timeUtilized TSDCBMRLST*Y*~P/S~*Y*~P/X~*Y*~X/S~*P*~V~% (w/v)--(days)% (w/v)(g/L)(g/L)(mN/m)(g/g)(g/g)(g/g)(g/L/h)11103240.650.8032.03.331.232.710.011121205391.110.9031.02.310.812.850.007531307471.100.8831.01.870.802.340.005242105191.301.0030.02.630.773.420.008352207261.501.4528.02.790.972.880.008662303131.201.2029.04.621.004.610.016773107190.850.9531.01.671.121.490.005683203101.210.9029.53.000.744.030.012593305151.001.0430.02.311.042.220.0087

The production experiments were conducted in three independent replicates and data reported are the mean values of three readings. The chemicals were of analytical grade, and used as received from the supplier without further purification.

2.6. Fermentation process follow-up {#sec0040}
-----------------------------------

Various process parameters were monitored, during the tenure of rhamnolipid production on molasses under shake flask condition; the most considerable of them were the changes in surface tension, residual substrate, dry cell biomass (DCBM) and rhamnolipid contents. According to Zhang and Miller [@bib0170], three-way interaction between the biosurfactant, substrate and cells is very critical to achieve an enhanced production rate and to understand the kinetics of fermentation process.

2.7. Biomass estimation {#sec0045}
-----------------------

The DCBM in the culture medium was determined after harvesting the cells by centrifugation (7740 × *g*, 15 min) the culture broth in a centrifuge machine (Beckman; T2-HS Centrifuge with Rotor JA-20). The cell pellet was desiccated at 60 °C to a constant mass. The cell-free culture broth (CFCB) alongside obtained was saved to determine its substrate utilization, rhamnolipid contents and surface tension.

2.8. Measurement of surface tension {#sec0050}
-----------------------------------

The equilibrated surface tension of the CFCB was measured by using a Theta lite Optical Tensiometer (Biolin, Finland).

2.9. Extraction of rhamnolipids {#sec0055}
-------------------------------

Crude biosurfactants were extracted from the CFCB by acid precipitation followed by liquid--liquid extraction by using a solvent system of chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v) mixture [@bib0170]. The resultant solvent extracts were transferred to a round-bottom flask connected to a rotary evaporator. The concentration process was continued at 40 °C until a consistently viscous precipitate of crude biosurfactant was obtained, which was then freeze-dried.

2.10. Colorimetric quantification of rhamnolipids {#sec0060}
-------------------------------------------------

For rhamnolipids estimation, the crude extract was re-dissolved in distilled water at the neutralized pH value to determine its rhamnose equivalents by the standard orcinol method [@bib0025]. The rhamnose concentration was calculated by comparing the data with a standard curve of [l]{.smallcaps}-rhamnose and the rhamnolipids as 3.4 times the rhamnose contents [@bib0015].

2.11. Kinetics of fermentation process {#sec0065}
--------------------------------------

The kinetics of fermentation experiments was studied in terms of the product yields related to substrate consumption (*Y*~P/S~, g/g) and to biomass (*Y*~P/X~, g/g), biomass yield related to substrate consumption (*Y*~X/S~, g/g), and volumetric productivity (*P*~V~, g/L/h) of the culture media. The measurements were repeated thrice and their average values were used for calculation.

2.12. Taguchi method {#sec0070}
--------------------

In Taguchi method, the experimental results were transformed into S/N ratios to measure the quality characteristics deviating from the desired value. Regardless of the category of the quality characteristic, a greater S/N ratio corresponded to better quality characteristics [@bib0090]. The method of calculating the S/N ratio depends at each run of the experiment on whether the quality characteristic is lower-the-better, higher-the-better, or nominal-the-better [@bib0150]. Accordingly, the three cases with respective equations are narrated below:

\(a\) Upper-bound effectiveness (i.e., higher-the-better) $$\frac{\text{S}}{\text{N}}\text{ratio} = - 10\log\left( {\frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\frac{1}{y_{ij}^{2}}} \right)$$where *y*~*ij*~ = *i*th replicate of *j*th response, $n = \text{number}\text{of}\text{replicates} = 1,2,\cdots,n;j = 1,2,\cdots,k.$

Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} is applied for problem where maximization of the quality characteristic of interest is required.

\(b\) Lower-bound effectiveness (i.e., lower-the-better) $$\frac{\text{S}}{\text{N}}\text{ratio} = - 10\log\left( {\frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}y_{ij}^{2}} \right)$$Eq. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} is applied for the problem where minimization of the quality characteristic is required.

\(c\) Moderate effectiveness (i.e., nominal-the-best) $$\begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\text{S}}{\text{N}}\text{ratio} = 10\log\left( \frac{{\overline{y}}^{2}}{s^{2}} \right)} \\
{\text{w}\text{here,}\overline{y} = \frac{y_{1} + y_{2} + y_{3}\cdots + y_{n}}{n}\text{and}s^{2} = \frac{\Sigma{(y_{i} - \overline{y})}^{2}}{n - 1}} \\
\end{array}$$

A nominal-the-best type of problem is one where minimization of the mean squared error around a specific target value is desired. Adjusting the mean on target by any means renders the problem to a constrained optimization problem.

2.13. Grey relational analysis {#sec0075}
------------------------------

This sub-section illustrates step-by-step the theory and methodology of GRA.

Step 1: Calculated the S/N ratios for the corresponding responses using one of the formulae (Eqs. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}) depending upon the type of quality characteristic.

Step 2: Normalized the *Y~ij~* as *Z~ij~* (0 ≤ *Z~ij~ *≤ 1) by the following formula to avoid the effect of using different units and to reduce variability. The normalization is a transformation performed on a single input to distribute the data evenly and scale it into acceptable range for further analysis. Haq et al. [@bib0060] recommended that the S/N ratio should be used to normalize the data in GRA. For further analysis, normalization is applied on each response to distribute the data evenly and in acceptable range [@bib0035]. $$Z_{ij} = \frac{Y_{ij} - \text{min}(Y_{ij},i = 1,2,\cdots,n)}{\text{max}(Y_{ij},i = 1,2,\cdots,n) - \text{min}(Y_{ij},i = 1,2,\cdots,\text{n})}$$Eq. [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} was used for the S/N ratio with higher-the-better case. $$Z_{ij} = \frac{\text{max}(Y_{ij},i = 1,2,\cdots,n) - Y_{ij}}{\text{max}(Y_{ij},\text{i} = 1,2,\cdots,n) - \text{min}(Y_{ij},i = 1,2,\cdots,n)}$$Eq. [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} was used for the S/N ratio with lower-the-better case. $$Z_{ij} = \frac{\left| Y_{ij} - \text{Target} \middle| - \text{min}( \middle| Y_{ij} - \text{Target} \middle| ,i = 1,2,\cdots,n) \right.}{\left. \text{max}( \middle| Y_{ij} - \text{Target} \middle| ,i = 1,2,\cdots,n) - \text{min}( \middle| Y_{ij} - \text{Target} \middle| ,i = 1,2,\cdots,n) \right.}$$Eq. [(6)](#eq0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} is applicable for the S/N ratio with nominal-the-better case.

Step 3: Determined quality loss functions by using the eq. Δ = (quality loss) =  $\left| y_{o} - y_{ij} \right|$.

Step 4: Computed the grey relational coefficient (GC) for the normalized S/N ratio values. $$GC_{ij} = \frac{\Delta_{\text{min}} + \delta\Delta_{\text{max}}}{\Delta_{ij} + \delta\Delta_{\text{max}}}\left\{ \begin{matrix}
{i = 1,2,\cdots,n} \\
{j = 1,2,\cdots,k} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where (a)GC*~ij~* = grey relational coefficient for the *i*th replicate of *j*th response,(b)*Y*~*oj*~ = optimum performance value of the *j*th response,(c)*Y~ij~* = the *i*th normalized value of the *j*th response,(d)Δ = quality loss =  $\left| y_{o} - y_{ij} \right|$,(e)Δ~min~ = minimum value of Δ,(f)Δ~max~ = maxmum value of Δ,(g)*δ* = distinguishing coefficient which is defined in the range $0 \leq \delta \leq 1$ (the value may be adjusted on the practical needs of the system.

Step 5: Computed the grey relational grade (G*~i~*) $$\text{G}_{i} = \frac{1}{m}\sum\text{GC}_{ij}$$

Step 6: Determined the optimal factor and its level combination. Higher the grey relational grade, better the quality of the product is and vice versa. The factor effect and the optimal level for a controllable factor could be determined on the basis of grey relational grade. For each level of *j* of each factor *i*, we calculated the average of grade values (AGV)*~ij~*, then the effect of E*~i~* is defined as: $$E_{i} = \text{max}{(AGV)}_{ij} - \text{min}{(AGV)}_{ij}$$For the controllable factor *i*, the optimum level, *j*\*, is taken by: $$j* = \max{(AGV)}_{ij}$$

Step 7: Finally, examined the validity of grey relational analysis.

2.14. Analysis of variance {#sec0080}
--------------------------

The ANOVA was performed to find out the statistical significance of the rhamnolipid production parameters. The results were examined to determine the main effects of all the factors. With the grey relational analysis and ANOVA, the optimum combination of the process parameters could be predicted. Finally, a confirmation experiment was conducted to verify the optimal process parameters obtained from the production process design.

3. Results and discussion {#sec0085}
=========================

The Taguchi method is a systematic approach for design and analyzes the experiments to improve the product quality. This method could simplify the optimization of process parameters for multiple performance characteristics. Rashedi and Assadi [@bib0115] used the Taguchi method to optimize rhamnolipid production. Wei et al. [@bib0160] used Taguchi method to optimize the trace elemental composition of minimal media for surfactin production by a *Bacillus subtilis* strain. Salehizadeh and Mohammadizad [@bib0145] used the Taguchi method to optimize the biosurfactants production by using *Alcaligenes faecalis* strain. Khalifeh et al. [@bib0065] used this method to optimize the application of biosurfactants for oily polluted waters clearance recovery. Mnif et al. [@bib0085] also investigated the soil washing potency by using Taguchi method in order to enhance the bioavailability of hydrophobic contaminants for bioremediation.

3.1. Cause and effect {#sec0090}
---------------------

The possible factors and sub-factors which could affect the production process and the yield of rhamnolipid surfactants are shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}. The rhamnolipid yield obtained through a fermentation process generally depends on the microbiology and growth requirements of native or recombinant microbes. In addition, environmental and process factors also contribute to affect the net outcome of rhamnolipid yield. Some of the key factors have been under taken in the present study.Fig. 1Cause and effect diagram for rhamnolipid production.

3.2. Production of rhamnolipid surfactant {#sec0095}
-----------------------------------------

At the first glance, by changing three factors (i.e., TS concentration, C/N ratio and incubation time), the rate of rhamnolipid produced in 3-level experiments was determined by the orcinol method. The experiments were conducted using L~9~ OA and the response values hence obtained are given in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. The results show that the highest rhamnolipid yield of 1.45 g/L, when the TS, C/N ratio and incubation time were 2% (w/v), 20 and 7 days, respectively, under run 5; while the lowest value (corresponding to 0.80 g/L) the TS, C/N ratio and incubation time were 1%(w/v), 10 and 3 days, respectively, under run 1. The amounts of rhamnolipid yields under other conditions have been represented in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. Maximum and minimum values of DCBM were obtained as 1.50 and 0.65 g/L, respectively.

3.3. Surface activity of rhamnolipid {#sec0100}
------------------------------------

The effectiveness of a biosurfactant is estimated by its ability to lower the ST of the medium. Due to the presence of biosurfactant, less work is required to bring a molecule to the surface, hence the ST of the media decreases. The lowest value of 28 mN/m and the highest value of 32 mN/m of surface tension are related to the run number 5 and 1, respectively ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Rhamnolipid production kinetics {#sec0105}
------------------------------------

In the present study, maximum ST reduction (50--28 mN/m) of the CFCB coincided the maximum rhamnolipid yield (1.45 g/L) after 7 days of incubation, when the C/N ratio of the molasses medium (2% TS) was 20, means run 5 ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Pruthi and Cameotra [@bib0105] observed a likewise C/N correlation during the growth of various *Pseudomonas* spp. on *n*-dodecane. Babu et al. [@bib0005] obtained 1.60 and 1.78 g/L of cell biomass and rhamnolipids, respectively, with the *Y*~P/S~ (g/g) and *Y*~P/X~ (g/g) of 0.089 and 1.110, respectively, when *P. aeruginosa* BS2 was grown on whey waste as carbon source. Dubey and Juwarkar [@bib0040] observed 0.91 and 0.92 g biosurfactant/L from distillery and whey wastes, respectively, using an oily sludge isolate *P. aeruginosa* BS2. In the present study, maximum volumetric productivity was observed as 0.0167 g/L/h, under Taguchi method, in contrast to that of 0.008 and 0.012 g/L/h by *P. aeruginosa* GS3 on molasses--corn-steep [@bib0100] and *P. aeruginosa* BS2 on whey waste [@bib0005], respectively. This comparison indicated an efficient rhamnolipid production by the present molasses-adapted *P. aeruginosa* mutant strain. The maximum *Y*~P/S~ (g/g) was observed as 4.62 for run 6 and *Y*~P/X~ (g/g) of 1.23 for run 1 ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). These observations show the rhamnolipids production kinetics improved by using Taguchi approach. The plots of normal probability and standard residuals versus fitted values for rhamnolipid yield are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}. The factor effects on all the single responses are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Plots of normal probability (a), and standard residuals versus fitted values (b) for RL.Fig. 3Factor effects on (a) utilized TS, (b) DCBM, (c) RL, (d) ST, (e) *Y*~P/S~, (f) *Y*~P/X~, (g) Y~X/S~ and (h) P~V~.

3.5. Grey relational analysis of results {#sec0110}
----------------------------------------

In the GRA, the generation of grey relations was applied to the experimental data related to quality characteristics, the results of which were used to obtain the grey relational grades hence to rank each data series. The ongoing sub-section step-by-step explains the results obtained by using the methodology discussed before.

Step 1: Calculated the S/N ratio values for a given response using one of Eqs. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} depending upon the type of quality characteristics. The calculated S/N ratio values for reach response are shown in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}. The S/N ratios were expressed as higher-the-better in the case of RL, *Y*~P/S~, *Y*~P/X~ and *P*~V~, whereas lower-the-better in the case of utilized TS, DCBM, ST and *Y*~X/S~. In other words, higher rhamnolipid involving responses were required alongside less utilization of carbon source and limited biomass formation. These considerations have been made with respect to greater quality characteristics of interest.Table 3S/N ratio values at all runs.RunUtilized TSDCBMRLST*Y*~P/S~*Y*~P/X~*Y*~X/S~*P*~V~1−27.6043.742−1.938−30.10310.4491.805−8.659−39.0942−31.821−0.906−0.915−29.8277.2721.820−9.097−42.4993−33.44−0.828−1.110−29.8275.4371.938−7.384−45.6804−25.575−2.2790.000−29.5428.3992.282−10.680−41.6185−28.300−3.5223.227−28.9438.9120.292−9.188−41.3106−22.279−1.5841.584−29.24813.2930.000−13.274−35.5467−25.5751.412−0.446−29.8274.454−0.969−3.464−45.03628−20.000−1.656−0.915−29.3969.5422.568−12.106−38.0629−23.5220.0000.341−29.5427.272−0.341−6.927−41.210

Step 2: In order to provide the series with comparable characteristics and achieve the objectives of GRA, the normalized S/N ratio values of the multiple objective values were determined by using Eqs. [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@bib0035]. The normalized S/N ratio means, when the range of the series is too large or the optimal value of a quality characteristic is too enormous, this could lead to neglect some of the factors, and the original experimental data must be normalized to eliminate such effect. This step standardizes various attributes, so that every attribute has the same extent of influence, thus the data is made dimensionless, by using upper bound effectiveness, lower bound effectiveness or moderate effectiveness, as exemplified before. The resultant normalized S/N ratios are given in [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. Basically, the larger normalized S/N ratio 330 corresponds to the better performance, whereas the best normalized S/N ratio is equal to unity.Table 4Normalized S/N ratio values at all runs.RunUtilized TSDCBMRLST*Y*~P/S~*Y*~P/X~*Y*~X/S~*P*~V~10.5660.0000.0001.0000.6780.7840.5300.65020.8790.6400.19800.7620.3190.7880.5740.31431.0000.6290.16030.7620.1110.8220.4000.00040.4150.8290.3750.5170.4460.9190.7360.40150.6171.0001.0000.0000.5040.3560.5830.43160.11700.7330.6820.2631.0000.2741.0001.00070.4150.3210.2890.7620.0000.0000.0000.06480.0000.7430.1980.3910.5761.0000.8810.75290.2620.5150.4410.5170.3190.1780.3530.441

Step 3: Based on the above results, the quality loss functions were calculated to measure the performance characteristics deviated from the desired value, by using the equation (Δ =  $\left| y_{o} - y_{ij} \right|$). The resultant values are given in [Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Quality loss function values at all runs.RunΔ~utilizedTS~Δ~DCBM~Δ~RL~Δ~ST~Δ.*Y*~P/S~Δ.*Y*~P/X~Δ.*Y*~X/S~Δ.*P*~V~10.4341.0001.0000.0000.3220.2160.4700.35020.12060.3600.8020.2380.6810.2120.4260.68630.0000.3710.8400.2380.8890.1780.6001.00040.5850.1710.6250.4830.5540.08120.2640.59950.3830.0000.0001.0000.4960.6440.4160.56960.8300.2670.3180.7370.0000.7260.0000.00070.5850.6790.7110.2381.0001.0001.0000.93681.0000.2570.8020.6090.4240.0000.1190.24890.7380.4850.5590.4830.6810.8220.6470.559

Step 4: The grey relational coefficient was calculated to express the relationship between the ideal (best) and actual normalized S/N ratios. The grey relational co-efficient values were calculated by using Eq. [(7)](#eq0035){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on the normalized S/N ratios. The results are expressed in [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Grey relational co-efficient and grey grade values at all runs.RunGC~utilizedTS~GC~DCBM~GC~RL~GC~ST~GC.*Y*~P/S~GC.*Y*~P/X~GC.*Y*~X/S~GC.*P*~V~G*~i~*Grey relational order10.6970.50.5.001.0000.7570.8220.6800.7410.712620.8920.7350.5550.8080.5950.8250.7010.5930.713531.0000.7290.5440.8080.5290.8490.6250.5000.698740.6310.8540.6150.6740.6440.9250.7910.6250.720450.7231.0001.0000.5000.6690.6080.7060.6370.730360.5460.7890.7590.5761.0000.5791.0001.0000.781170.6310.5960.5840.8080.5000.5000.5000.5160.580980.5000.7960.5550.6210.7020861.0000.8940.8010.734290.5750.6730.6420.6740.5948210.5490.6070.6410.6208

Step 5: Next step was to calculate grey relational grade by averaging the grey relational coefficients corresponding to each process response (i.e., 8 responses) ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}) by using the Eq. [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The average of the derived grey relational coefficients equals the grey relational grade [@bib0165]. The overall evaluation of the multiple-responses is based on the grey relational grade. As a result, optimization of the complicated multiple process responses could be converted into optimization of a single grey relational grade. The ranking of the series based on their grey relational grades gives the grey relational order ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}).

Step 6: Form the values of grey relational grades, the main effects were predicted as shown in [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}. According to the Taguchi method, the statistic delta defined as the difference between the high and the low effect of each factor was used. A classification could be done to determine the most influencing factor. When so done, the multiple objective optimization problems were transformed into a single equivalent objective optimization problem. Using the grey relational grade value, the mean of the grey relational grade for each level of different factors, and the total mean of the grey relational grade is summarized in [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}. Then a response graph of the grey relational analysis is obtained by main effect analytic computation, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, hence to obtain the optimal combination of parameters to satisfy multiple quality objectives. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of rhamnolipid production factor levels on the grey grade. Basically, the larger the grey relational grade, the better the multiple performance characteristics. A higher grey relational grade indicates that the corresponding S/N ratio is closer to the normalized S/N ratio which in return corresponds to a characteristic setup closer to optimal [@bib0110].Fig. 4Factors effects on grade values.Table 7Main effects on grey grades.Factor123Max − MinA0.708**0.744**0.6440.100B0.670**0.726**0.7000.056C**0.742**0.6840.6690.073

Step 7: Finally, by considering the maximization of grade values (by using Eq. [(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as per shown in [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, we could obtain the optimal process parameter conditions as A~2~B~2~C~1~ i.e., a TS of 20% (w/v), C/N ratio of 20 and incubation time of 3 days. [Table 9](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"} compares the experimental results of the optimal parameter combinations derived using Taguchi method and grey relational analysis. As shown in the table, the improvement of 3% was exhibited in rhamnolipid yield, increasing from 1.45 (Taguchi method) to 1.50 g/L (grey relational analysis); and 142% in volumetric productivity. Also, the biomass formation was suppressed up to 33%. It is worth noting that in simple Taguchi method, the maximum rhamnolipid yield (1.45 g/L) was observed at 7 days of incubation, whereas when integrated with GRA an enhanced rhamnolipid amount (1.50 g/L) was obtained just at 3 days of incubation. This reduced the process duration by 57.14%, which resulted in improved process productivity.

3.6. Analysis of variance {#sec0115}
-------------------------

The ANOVA is successfully applied to investigate which rhamnolipid production parameter significantly affects the performance characteristic. The ANOVA analysis in [Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"} and percentage contributions for each term affecting grey relational grade ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}) indicate that the TS concentration and incubation time are the significant rhamnolipid production process parameters affecting the multiple performance characteristics. Furthermore, the TS concentration is the most significant process parameter due to its highest percentage contribution (of 50%) among the process parameters. Based on the above discussion, the optimal rhamnolipid production process parameters were total sugars concentration (2% w/v) at level 2, C/N ratio (20) at level 2 and incubation time (3 days) at level 1.Fig. 5Percentage contribution of factors in the grey relational grade.Table 8Table of ANOVA.FactorSSDfMS*F*-test% ContributionA0.015320.00769.7150.30B0.004620.00232.9115.10C0.008920.00455.6729.41Error0.001620.00085.18Total0.03048

3.7. Validation of the GRG of optimum result {#sec0120}
--------------------------------------------

After the optimal level of the different factors is selected, the final step was to predict the performance characteristic using the optimal level of factors. As none of the experiments shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} fits the optimal process conditions, so an experiment was conducted on the basis of predicted run. [Table 9](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the confirmation experiment using optimal factors. As shown in [Table 9](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"}, rhamnolipid yield increased from 1.45 to 1.50 g/L, substrate utilization decreased from 26 to 14% (w/v) and lesser biomass, being a side-product, was formed. Overall, the volumetric productivity of the process improved from 0.0086 to 0.0208 g/L/h by 142%. Through this study, it is clearly shown that the multiple performance characteristics are improved. The result of the confirmation tests yielded that the grey relational grade improved from 0.781 (GR order 1) to 0.807, after validation. Therefore, the integration of grey relational analysis and the Taguchi method could be applicable for the optimization of process parameters and help improve the process efficiency.Table 9Comparison of Taguchi method and grey relational analysis results.ResponseTaguchi method (at A~2~B~2~C~3~)Great relational analysis (at A~2~B~2~C~1~)Variation rate (%)Utilized TS26.014.00−46DCBM1.501.00−33RL1.451.503ST28.0028.000*Y*~P/S~2.795.3692*Y*~P/X~0.971.5055*Y*~X/S~2.883.5724*P*~V~0.00860.0208142

4. Conclusions {#sec0125}
==============

This study proposes an approach integrating the Taguchi method and GRA to identify optimal combination of parameters required to meet multiple quality objectives in rhamnolipid production. The ANONA shows that total sugars concentration has been the most significant factor followed by incubation time and then C/N ratio. The silent features of present study have been low number of experiments, less allocated incubation tenure and less substrate amount under Taguchi based multi-response optimization. Moreover, the use of blackstrap molasses as carbon source accompanies environmental clearance and so on. At the end of day, we find a biocompatible production via sustainable technology.
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